Abstract—Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system which puts client on the central location, plays an important role in automobile marketing field. It can help corporations understand customer's requirements better. Improve the relationship between the customers and the corporations, can enhance the customer's degree of satisfaction, so that it can advance the corporations' competitive strength. The application of KDD technology in CRM makes CRM system develop into aptitude, helps automobile marketing corporation forecast operation developmental current, helps corporation disentomb new customers and hold the old customers, and it makes corporations at a more advantaged competitive position. This article based on CRM and the basic principle of KDD(Knowledge Discovery in Database), then analysis the requirements of KDD application in the automobile field and establish potential customers, for example to obtain model by the database of CRM system of one auto sale company. And using this model to test the applicability of the model.
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I. OVERVIEW OF AUTOMOTIVE MARKETING

In the past days the scale of automobile production is the decisive factor of deciding the corporation's competitive power. With the development of science and technology, especially the development of information and network, the difference of products' quality between corporations gradually reduced. But the high standard of customers' service has gradually become the essential factor of corporation [1]. Some farsighted automobile market corporations start to pay attention to the system of Customer Relationship Management (CRM) which helps businesses to administer the customers’ information. The implementation of CRM system can help corporations understand customers’ requirements better and improve the relationship between customers and corporations, and enhance the customer’s satisfaction degree, then advance competitive strength.

Now, the development of the automobile market is undergoing significant changes. The entire automobile field is changing from “Product-centric” to “Customer Focus” gradually [2]; Customers have become the critical factor and source of potential profit. But with customers' information increasingly sophisticated and data's accumulated, the effective management of information has become a serious problem.

At present, the foreign customer have researched topics of relationship management focused on Web-based Customer Relationship Management, knowledge mining in Customer Relationship Management application, such as the sound management of customers, the customer relationship management, ROI quantitative research and customer relationship management, security and data privacy issues [3,4]. The research of CRM which began at the end of 20th in our country has gone through two stages. The first stage is the introduction of the concept of customer relationship management, and the theory and practice of foreign CRM is mainly introduced in this stage. The second stage is the pilot phase of customer relationship management, and a number of CRM systems are developed and applied to the corporation in this stage. [5, 6].

II. KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY IN THE FIELD OF AUTOMOTIVE MARKETING

Cars are very luxurious items in people's daily lives. How to find and seize the potential customers and
retain the former clients at the same time? We can use knowledge discovery techniques. Now, knowledge discovery technology has been used to tap potential customers [9].

A. Model construction

Construction and application process of potential customers to obtain the following model:

1) In the service database which obtains from each kind of marketing activity collects reorganizes the primary data, sets up the enterprise customer data warehouse system. Extracts the suitable field composition customer analytical data in the customer data warehouse, provides the data pool for the latent customer gain model.

2) Analysis of data from the selected clients in the implementation of data mining, found that products of interest to potential customers with the feature model[10].

3) Utilizes the latent customer characteristic model in the current customer database to discover that most has the possibility to become the potential customers.

4) Carries on the target-oriented marketing activity on the characteristics of potential customers with an enterprise customer base property to achieve the purpose of acquiring new customers.

The following example is introduced that one modeling method be used in classifying, the cluster and the forecast by example. The name of the method is Decision tree algorithm. Decision tree algorithm uses the "divide and conquer" approach to the problem of the search space into several subsets. Sample space

\[ S = \{S_1, S_2, \cdots, S_n\} \]

Each sample has many attributes to describe,

\[ S_i = \{a_1, a_2, \cdots, a_i\} \]

1) According to the one attribute of the sample, divided it into many kinds the sample space

\[ S = \{C_1, C_2, \cdots, C_m\} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4-1)

The information content position carrying on classified to S

\[ I = -\sum_{i=1}^{m} P_i \log_2 P_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (4-2)

In the formula:

\[ P_i = \frac{C_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{m} C_i} \]

\[ C_i \] Quantity of the element

2) Divides into many kinds the sample space according to the other attribute of the sample.

\[ S = \{S_1, S_2, \cdots, S_v\} \quad (4-3) \]

In the formula:

\[ S_i \] the example set having some attribute

\[ S_{ij} = S_i IC_j \] Together of two times classifies occurring.

The information of mathematic expectation because the sample S divided the subset according to the attribute:

\[ E(a_i) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \frac{S_{ij} + S_{2j} + \cdots + S_{mj}}{S_i} \]

\[ I(S_{1j}, S_{2j}, \cdots, S_{mj}) = -\sum_{i=1}^{m} P_{ij} \log_2 P_{ij} \]

\[ P_{ij} = \frac{S_{ij}}{|S_i|} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4-4)

3) Carries on the classification to sample attribute \( a_1 \), judging the information gain obtains from \( a_1 \):

\[ \text{Gain}(a_i) = I(S_1, S_2, \cdots, S_m) - E(a_i) \]

With this method computation the information gain of each attribute finding the max[Gain(A)] and founding a note.

B. Example analysis

The customer information of CRM system database in some Auto sales company is shown in table 1. Search the entire interior and exterior message related with the service object from the data and choose the data which is suitable for the knowledge discovery application. Then select the data from the customer’s sex, the customer age section, the income and the school record.
TABLE I THE CUSTOMER INFORMATION OF CRM SYSTEM DATABASE
IN SOME AUTO SALE COMPANY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial number</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Customer age</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Income</th>
<th>Whether to buy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>≤35</td>
<td>Below technical college</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>≤35</td>
<td>Master or Doctor</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>≤35</td>
<td>Master or Doctor</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>≤35</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>≤35</td>
<td>Below technical college</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>≤35</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>36–50</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>36–50</td>
<td>Master or Doctor</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>36–50</td>
<td>Below technical college</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>36–50</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>36–50</td>
<td>Master or Doctor</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>36–50</td>
<td>Master or Doctor</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>&gt;50</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>&gt;50</td>
<td>Below technical college</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>&gt;50</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>&gt;50</td>
<td>Below technical college</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>199</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>&gt;50</td>
<td>Below technical college</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>&gt;50</td>
<td>Below technical college</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using decision tree method to analyze customer data
Because the initial time belongs “yes” and “no” the kind of sample integer respectively is 95 and 105. Therefore, the entropy of the initial value of time:

\[ I_{(s)} = -\frac{95}{200} \log_2\left(\frac{95}{200}\right) - \frac{105}{200} \log_2\left(\frac{105}{200}\right) = 0.988 \]

If the income was selected as the test attribute now the expect information:

\[ E_{(\text{income})} = \frac{113}{200} \left[ -\frac{78}{113} \log_2\left(\frac{78}{113}\right) - \frac{31}{113} \log_2\left(\frac{31}{113}\right) \right] + \frac{87}{200} \left[ -\frac{20}{87} \log_2\left(\frac{20}{87}\right) - \frac{67}{87} \log_2\left(\frac{67}{87}\right) \right] = 0.756 \]

If the customer age was selected as the test attribute now the expect information:

\[ E_{(\text{customer age})} = \frac{71}{200} \left[ -\frac{40}{71} \log_2\left(\frac{40}{71}\right) - \frac{31}{71} \log_2\left(\frac{31}{71}\right) \right] + \frac{60}{200} \left[ -\frac{23}{60} \log_2\left(\frac{23}{60}\right) - \frac{37}{60} \log_2\left(\frac{37}{60}\right) \right] + \frac{69}{200} \left[ -\frac{10}{69} \log_2\left(\frac{10}{69}\right) - \frac{59}{69} \log_2\left(\frac{59}{69}\right) \right] = 0.459 \]

If the education was selected as the test attribute now the expect information:

\[ E_{(\text{education})} = \frac{63}{200} \left[ -\frac{40}{63} \log_2\left(\frac{40}{63}\right) - \frac{23}{63} \log_2\left(\frac{23}{63}\right) \right] + \frac{63}{200} \left[ -\frac{21}{63} \log_2\left(\frac{21}{63}\right) - \frac{42}{63} \log_2\left(\frac{42}{63}\right) \right] + \frac{77}{200} \left[ -\frac{41}{77} \log_2\left(\frac{41}{77}\right) - \frac{36}{77} \log_2\left(\frac{36}{77}\right) \right] = 0.879 \]

If the sex was selected as the test attribute now the expect information:

\[ E_{(\text{sex})} = \frac{126}{200} \left[ -\frac{60}{126} \log_2\left(\frac{60}{126}\right) - \frac{66}{126} \log_2\left(\frac{66}{126}\right) \right] + \frac{74}{200} \left[ -\frac{23}{74} \log_2\left(\frac{23}{74}\right) - \frac{51}{74} \log_2\left(\frac{51}{74}\right) \right] = 0.954 \]

Calculate the information gain of each attribute value:

\[ Gain(x, sex) = I_{(s)} - E_{(sex)} = 0.988 - 0.954 = 0.034 \]

\[ Gain(x, income) = I_{(s)} - E_{(x/\text{income})} = 0.988 - 0.756 = 0.232 \]

\[ Gain(x, customer age) = I_{(s)} - E_{(x/\text{customer age})} = 0.988 - 0.459 = 0.529 \]

\[ Gain(x, education) = I_{(s)} - E_{(x/\text{education})} = 0.988 - 0.879 = 0.109 \]

The influencing factor important size is proportional with its gain’s size, so it can determine the size of its...
importance. The gain size of the four influencing factors customer age > income > education > sex, therefore the sex should be selected as the test attribute.

III.  CONCLUSION

Knowledge discovery is the non-trivial process which digs from large databases to obtain the correct new value and ultimate potential understandable models [11]. The knowledge discovery process and the calculation method had been mentioned in the article and analyzed by some examples. Believe that through the Knowledge Discovery in automotive marketing CRM systems application ,the cars’ sales businesses can create features for the enterprise marketing solutions; expand marketing, and bring more benefits for enterprises.

The function of knowledge discovery in the automobile marketing domain CRM system is huge. Effectively through a combination of the two can continue to encourage enterprises to enhance the value of individual customers and clients to expand the scale to effectively promote the value of the cars’ businesses and strength continues to rise.
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